Top Tips for supporting
your children’s writing.
We have put together this booklet that we hope will be helpful for
when you are working on writing with your children at home. It
contains a few ideas of how to get the best out of your child’s
writing as well as some resources that you could use to help.

TOP TIP

How can you help?

Provide
a
good
working
environment for the children

A clear desk space and comfortable chair with all the equipment needed e.g. special pencil pots, pens and
pencils and pencils, writing / text books rather than pieces of paper as this makes the writing more
meaningful)
See Annexe A to see how the letters should always be formed (clips are also available on the website to
show the correct letter formation). Placing the letter formation guide in front of the children when they
write can serve as a good reminder.
Always use lined paper and ensure children always sit their letters on the line. Tall letters must be taller
than small letters and letters that dip below the line must do so. Show the children how to do this if they
are not sure.

Write in pre-cursive or cursive strip
consistently

Ensure letter sizing and ascenders
(tall letters) and descenders (low
letters) are clear
Every word must be separate by a Children can physically put a finger between each word or they can use a lolly stick (decorated if they
want) to help them to get into the habit.
clear finger space.
All sentences must start with a If these are being forgotten for a few days, ask the children to start every sentence with GREEN (for go)
capital letter and a RED (for stop) full stop.
capital letter and end with a full eg The cat sat on the mat. Repeat this exercise if it starts to slip again.
stop
Make sure the children segment the Encourage them to listen out for the phonic sounds that they will have learned and piece the word
together bit by bit. Eg for the word “igloo” they should hear “i” “g” “l” “oo”. When they have picked out
sounds (hear the sounds) in the those sounds, they can write. To help with this, it may be helpful to have a list mat containing all of the
words to help them with spelling.
graphemes (sounds for writing) that they have learned. See Annexe B
Ensure key year group spellings are For every year group there is a list of words that the children simply need to learn how to spell and
MUST spell correctly when writing. Again, a word mat with these for the children to use to copy is
always correct.
helpful until the spellings are embedded. If you notice that the children are misspelling lots of the words
Make sure before you start the
children are very clear on what the
purpose of the writing is and what
they must include to make it
successful.

for their year group, practise these separately using a look cover say write check sheet. See Annexe C
When we teach writing we will always include some planning. This can either be a shared plan with an
adult where we bounce ideas around and make notes and suggestions about the content and the
structure, or the teacher will direct towards the sort of features such as grammar focus’ that the
children need to include. E.g. “We are going to use this piece to really practise writing speech”.

Quality over quantity

Children must ALWAYS self-check
their own work

Very often the children think that the more they write the better. This is not often the case. One great
paragraph can be better than three mediocre ones that contain lots of mistakes and are not filled with
thoughtful ideas. Getting the children to stop every few sentences to reflect on where their writing is
going and what they think they need to include or where they need to go with it next. Some good
prompt questions are:
➢ What interesting vocabulary do you want to include?
➢ What is the character thinking /feeling and how can you show that in your writing?
➢ Can you make the reader feel like they are in the setting using some thoughtful
descriptions?
➢ Have you seen / heard any ideas from books or films before that you liked that you could
magpie to help you move this writing forward?
➢ Have you made a plan / is there some TOP TIPS or a “Toolkit” for your writing and do you
need to check it?
When the children have finished writing a small amount, they should ALWAYS read back their work.
They should do this independently at first and make any corrections / improvements. It is then advised
for an adult to go through it with them and pick up no more than 3 or 4 errors for them to change (any
more could dishearten the children)
They should be checking for:
➢ Sense
➢ Secretarial errors, e.g. missed finger spaces, incorrect letter formation
➢ Spelling errors
➢ Grammatical errors
➢ Can I make it even better (e.g. improving word-choice)
Annexe D has a visual reminder of the points above that we use in school and the children are
encouraged to tick off each box when THEY have checked for it in their writing. Please note, we use
these for all pieces of writing, no matter the curriculum area.

For further information, you can check our school website where you will find a writing progression booklet that breaks down what the
children will be learning and focusing on in their writing each year as well as more information about how we teach and develop writing
across the school.
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Annexe A – Pre-cursive letter formation

Annexe B – Phase 2 sounds (reception)

Annexe B – Phase 3 sounds (reception)

Annexe B – Phase 5 sounds (Year 1)

Annexe B – Alternative letter sounds Year 2+

Annexe C – Statutory spelling lists

Annexe D – Writing reminders check list

Have you heard
the sounds in
the word /
checked your
spelling list?

Are there clear
finger spaces
between
words?

Have you
checked
through you
work?

Do all
sentences
begin with a
capital letter?

Is all writing sat
on the line?

Have you
formed you
letters correctly
and joined
them (if
appropriate)?

Do all
sentences
finish with a full
stop (or ? /!)

